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We're just getting started



About NPX
We are here to make your transition to NPX as smooth as possible. 

We are so excited to have you here!
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Our Mission

We believe that Nuclear Energy is key in
fighting the climate crisis. We are doing
our part to make nuclear more cost-
effective by integrating modern tools
and technologies into the way we
operate nuclear plants with a focus on
data security and regulatory compliance.

Innovation is key for the nuclear
industry’s future, and it can only be
achieved by collaboration across
utilities, vendors, and other community
partners.

Make Nuclear Sustainable



Our Core Values

NPX is different. We think differently and work
differently. We embrace innovation in everything

we do. This makes us special but can be
overwhelming for those who are taking the leap

into the world of innovation. Our core values shine
a light into how we operate. 



We're Just Getting Started
INNOVATION RADAR
We stay ahead of tech trends, experimenting with proofs-of-
concept, piloting projects, and deploying high-quality
solutions and experiences.

What does this mean?

We actively participate in the
industry
We seek solutions that are best for
the industry as a whole
We have ambitious goals and are
dedicated to improving our company
so we can maximize our impact

We believe in nuclear power as the clean
energy option that will help to solve the
climate crisis. We are doing our part to
make nuclear sustainable for the long
term. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

We are always looking for ways to do things better! If you
have a suggestion for ways to improve, we want to hear it!
And then we want you to lead it!

AMBITIOUS GOALS
We have big goals and take actionable steps to achieve them.
You'll hear Bharath talk about his BHAG (big hairy audacious
goal) for NPX! We want to hear your goals (more on that later).



Radical Candor
YOU ARE HERE FOR A REASON
There’s no need to worry about fitting in. You’re here. We
believe in you. You get it. Let your work speak for itself.

What does this mean?

We hire the best people (that's you)
We are building diverse teams
We work hard and are nice to people
Don't discourage and don't be a jerk
We give radically candid feedback

At NPX we value each other and treat
each other with respect. We challenge
each other honestly, work hard together,
and most importantly we have fun
together.

YOUR JOB IS NOT YOUR ONLY JOB
We all have the same job: Help NPX win (and in turn make the
nuclear industry and the world better).

RADICAL INCLUSIVITY
We are actively creating a company that is both diverse and
inclusive. We talk about it often and celebrate the unique
identities of our team.



Blowing Customer's Minds
CUSTOMER OBSESSED OVER COMPETITOR FOCUSED
We do not worry about our competitors, we are solely
focused on what is best for our customers.

What does this mean?

We listen and seek feedback from our
customers
We think objectively to make sound,
fact-based, customer-driven
decisions
We create new value for customers,
without being asked
We do what's best for the customer,
even if it isn't what's the best for NPX

We exist to solve problems for our
customers. To make their lives and jobs
better. We don’t want to simply satisfy
our customers, we want to delight them.

INNOVATION AT ITS FINEST
For every decision we make or idea that we have, we should
ask ourselves: “what's in it for our customer?” Customer
obsession is at the heart of innovation.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
We measure success based on real value provided to our
customers. Their success is our mission.



Day 1 Today
INNOVATION TIME
We encourage you to spend time working on innovation
projects. The idea is to foster creativity, scratch itches, get
traction for radical ideas, and have some fun.

What does this mean?

Everyone is an innovation catalyst
We keep a flat structure
We are all accountable
We have fun and celebrate
We make time for innovation
We stay on top of the latest
advancements in technology

For us innovation isn’t just a buzzword
or a marketing angle, it’s how we do
EVERYTHING. We expect innovation from
everyone, in everything they do. FUN IS IMPORTANT

We are adults but that doesn't mean we can't have fun. Work
and play time is often interchanged - there's no reason to
pretend you're busy. Just do great work!

START-UP MENTALITY
We are and always will be a start-up. That means we move
fast, remain transparent, celebrate the wins, listen to new
ideas, and are constantly evolving.



Do Good Things
OUR APPROACH TO GIVING BACK
We have a high-impact team meeting twice a week to discuss
our ongoing community initiatives and brainstorm new ideas.

What does this mean?

We give back as a team and as
individuals during the work day
We engage in and learn from our
communities
We discuss issues happening in our
communities

We are obsessed with making an impact
in the clean energy industry, in our
communities and, the world. ONGOING LEARNING AND DISCUSSION

We continue to educate ourselves through various avenues
like our Indigenous Discussion Group, Lunch & Learns (or
Snax & Fax, and Cultural Awareness Training.

INCLUSION & DIVERSITY
We are focused on creating an inclusive and diverse
workplace. This means doing things differently. We take a
very direct and transparent approach to diversity.



Growth Mindset
Takes initiative - sets the vision for their projects
or portfolio
Continuously learns to improve themselves and
their portfolio

Safety Mindset

Prioritizes safety for self and others - nuclear
safety, conventional safety, mental health and
wellbeing

Community Mindset
Leads community initiatives and is actively
involved in the community HIT meetings
Participates in other peoples' events and ideas
and encourages others

What makes an NPXer?
Innovation Mindset

Suggests/finds new ways of doing things better
Actively participates in X-Projects

Ownership Mindset

Accountability - delivers what they promised
Actively mentors others
Actively engages in NPX rituals, forums and
activities

Customer Obsessed Mindset
Builds a trusting relationship with customers 
Blows their mind with outstanding
performance, customer service, and delivery
High quality of work - no errors or rework



We are a team

We all have the same job at NPX: Help NPX
win (and in turn make the nuclear industry
and the world better). We collaborate,
share ideas, and take the time to learn from
each other. Be prepared to share what you
are working on with your biggest fans
(everyone at NPX).
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We are accountable
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We want you to become independent –
from day one. At NPX you’re given an
incredible amount of freedom and
autonomy. It’s up to you to figure out
how to approach a problem. No one is
going to make you do it their way. We
know that sounds awesome, but with
freedom comes a ton of ownership and
responsibility.

How we
work



How and when work gets done

We're a start-up (and even when we
aren’t anymore, we will act like one).
We need to have a flexible
environment and expect everyone to
work in an agile and responsive way.
The benefit to you is that we will give
you a lot of flexibility in how and when
works gets done because we're all
adults and we trust you.
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We take care of our people

At NPX we do everything differently
(and better) – including how we
take care of our people. We work
hard, but we also prioritize health
and wellbeing, family (NPX family
and our own), and enabling you to
grow as an individual. This is why
we have unlimited vacation,
innovation time, and focus on
growth and development.
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We take initiative
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Nobody's going to spoon-feed you.
NPX is a busy place, and you’ll often be
on your own to figure things out. Don’t
be afraid to ask for help, but don’t rely
on others to hold your hand.

How we
work





Limitless Growth Opportunities

Everyone at NPX has a growth track and chooses
growth focus areas. We don't limit opportunities for
growth. If you are a project manager that wants to
learn about machine learning we want to support
you!

Leadership Opportunities

Everyone has an equal seat at the table. You will get
the opportunity to join leadership training sessions,
apply leadership skills, and lead projects, no matter
the stage you are at in your career.

Frequent Check-Ins

We continuously talk about growth and development
as a company, in our teams, and at 1:1s. We set
focus areas, give feedback, and check in regularly.

Employee
Growth &
Development



Unlimited Vacation
Our approach to vacation is pretty straightforward: take vacation. We
don’t have any rules or forms around how many weeks per year. We
intermix work and personal time quite a bit, doing email at odd hours,
taking off weekday afternoons for kids’ games, etc. Take the time off
you need and deserve!

Excellent Benefits
Our approach to employee benefits is very flexible. We want your
benefits to fit your needs. There are a wide range of options to
choose from. That's why we have comprehensive health benefits with
a focus on wellness plus a fitness fund and headspace premium.

Continous Check-Ins
We pulse our employees weekly on a series of questions about their
experience at NPX. We use this data to identify focus areas and take
action to make improvements for our team.

Employee
Wellness





Looking forward
to working with you!
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